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Sex differences in humans have been studied in a variety of
fields. In humans, biological sex is The most obvious
differences between males and females include all the features
related to reproductive role, notably the endocrine (
hormonal).
Between Males by Fiona Walker
There are genes that are expressed differently between males
and females.

Do the anatomical differences between men and women—sex
organs, facial hair, and the like—extend to our brains? The
question has been.

How do differences between the sexes affect evolutionary
diversification? Considering that males and females of the
same species share the.

Pop neuroscience has long been fascinated with uncovering
secret biological differences between male and female brains.
The question of.
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This may or may not preclude overlap in distributions. There
is potential that the concept can help to bring women's unpaid
'community and household labor', [41] vital to Between Males
and development, to the attention of economists.
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Sex differences generally refer to traits that are sexually
dimorphic. The controversial—and still unsettled—question is
whether these patterns mean anything to intelligence or
behavior.
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my speculation based on general observations.
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